Dinoflagellate population growth is inhibited by fluid motion, which is typically characterized by some average flow property, regardless if the flow is steady or unsteady. This study compares the effect of fully characterized steady and unsteady flow on net population growth of the red tide dinoflagellate Lingulodinium polyedrum. The unsteady flow fields were generated using oscillatory laminar Couette flow and characterized analytically to provide complete knowledge of the fluid shear exposure over space and time throughout the chamber. Experimental conditions were selected so all cells experienced a similar shear exposure regardless of their position within the chamber. Unsteady flow with maximum shears of 6.4 s 21 and 6.7 s 21 and an average absolute shear of 4 s 21 , comparable with levels found at the ocean surface on a windy day, resulted in higher levels of growth inhibition than for steady Couette flow with shears of 4 and 8 s 21 . Over the parameter space studied, growth inhibition increased with increasing treatment duration (5-120 min) but was insensitive to oscillation period (60-600 s) or whether the unsteady flow changed in direction. These results indicate that over the parameter space studied, unsteady flow is more inhibitory to net growth than steady flow, for the same average flow conditions, and demonstrate that flow characterization on the basis only of average flow properties is inadequate for comparing population growth in unsteady and steady flows.
All plankton experience unsteady fluid motion because of wind, waves, tides, and currents (Margalef 1997) . Turbulence promotes water-column mixing, affecting the amount of stratification, increasing vertical mixing and decreasing the average light field for photosynthetic organisms, and affecting the distribution of nutrients (Kiørboe 1993; Smayda 2000; Smayda and Reynolds 2001) . Conceptual models such as Margalef's Mandela (Margalef et al. 1979) attest to the importance of turbulence in regulating the population dynamics of phytoplankton (Smayda and Reynolds 2001) , with dinoflagellates generally favoring conditions of low turbulence. Field data show a negative correlation between dinoflagellate abundance and flow agitation levels associated with wind, waves, and turbulence conditions (Pollingher and Zemel 1981; Berman and Shteinman 1998; Stoecker et al. 2006) , and dinoflagellates can accumulate in depth strata with low turbulence (Sullivan et al. 2003) , although they can concentrate at frontal zones, which can be regions of enhanced turbulence (Smayda 2000) . Dinoflagellate red tides are commonly associated with periods of calm water (Allen 1946; Margalef et al. 1979; Smayda and Reynolds 2001) . Most laboratory studies report that the population growth of dinoflagellate species decreases when cells are agitated by shaking, aeration, or stirring (White 1976; Pollingher and Zemel 1981; Berdalet et al. 2007 ), although flow can in some cases have no effect on population growth or even promote growth (Sullivan and Swift 2003; Sullivan et al. 2003) . Of fundamental importance is establishing a robust experimental approach for investigating the hydrodynamic interaction of turbulence with individual cells to determine cellular mechanisms involved in flow responses.
Turbulent experimental flow fields have been widely used to compare the effect of high-and low-turbulence treatments on the growth of dinoflagellates (Sullivan and Swift 2003; Havskum et al. 2005; Bolli et al. 2007 ), ciliates (Dolan et al. 2003) , and bacteria (Peters et al. 2002; Malits et al. 2004) . A popular experimental approach to study the effect of oceanic turbulence on population growth has been to use turbulent flows created by moving a grid or rods through the test tank, or by shaking flasks. These approaches are considered to most closely emulate oceanic flow, and they allow different turbulence levels to be generated (Peters and Redondo 1997) . In these growth studies, the turbulent flow is characterized by a single averaged parameter measured for only a part of the flow volume and agitation cycle (Alcaraz et al. 1988; Peters and Gross 1994; Sullivan and Swift 2003) . However, the energy dissipation associated with grid turbulence decreases rapidly in time (t), roughly as 1/t 2 (Hinze 1975) after the grid passes, and in distance (x) behind the grid, roughly as 1/x 2 (Tennekes and Lumley 1972) , and also may depend on the grid spacing and dimensions. Consequently, it is not surprising that turbulence studies have reported order-of-magnitude or more spatial and temporal variability in energy dissipation or shear within a flow treatment (Peters and Gross 1994; Sullivan and Swift 2003; Berdalet et al. 2007) , spatial heterogeneity in organism distribution within the test volume (Bolli et al. 2007) , and dramatically different effects on growth of the same species, ranging from enhancement to inhibition (Sullivan and Swift 2003; Havskum et al. 2005) .
At the small spatial scales of phytoplankton, turbulent velocity fluctuations are experienced as laminar flow with unsteady rates of strain (i.e., shear) (Lazier and Mann 1989; Thomas and Gibson 1990a,b) . One experimental approach to investigate the effect of fluid shear on dinoflagellate growth is simple laminar Couette flow generated in the gap between concentric cylinders with only the outer cylinder rotating at a constant rate. The advantage of laminar Couette flow is that the flow field is fully characterized on the basis of the dimensions of the cylinders and the angular rotation of the outer cylinder (Taylor 1923; Van Duuren 1968) ; for steady rotation of the outer cylinder the shear level in the gap is nearly uniform so that all organisms experience a similar flow field with nearly constant levels of fluid rate of strain (i.e., shear rate). Steady Couette flow has been used to study the effect of fluid shear on the population growth of Lingulodinium polyedrum (Thomas and Gibson 1990b; Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) and other dinoflagellates (Juhl et al. 2001; Stoecker et al. 2006) . The reported shear rate threshold for growth inhibition for L. polyedrum is approximately 2 s 21 (Thomas and Gibson 1990a) , equivalent to a rate of dissipation of kinetic energy per unit mass, e, of the order of 10 26 m 2 s 23 (Rohr et al. 2002) . These values of e are present in the upper ocean under conditions of wind and wave forcing (Mackenzie and Leggett 1993; Smyth and Moum 2001) , where waves breaking at the ocean surface create a layer of enhanced dissipation (Anis and Moum 1995; Drennan et al. 1996; Veron and Melville 1999) . Thus, experimental results using steady laminar shear flow support field observations that dissipation rate levels present in surface waters on a windy day may inhibit dinoflagellate population growth (Thomas and Gibson 1990a; Berman and Shteinman 1998) . However, an obvious limitation of using steady laminar flow is that it cannot fully emulate the inherently unsteady flow environment in the ocean.
The objective of the present study was to test the effect of unsteady flow on dinoflagellate population growth, using an experimental approach in which the unsteady flow field was fully characterized. Furthermore, by using the same growth chambers as in previous studies testing steady laminar flow, the effect of unsteady and steady flows can be directly compared. The use of oscillatory laminar Couette flow within a prescribed parameter space provides access to an analytical framework, which with a few reasonable assumptions results in complete knowledge of the unsteady flow field. The dinoflagellate L. polyedrum, known as a source of red tides during calm conditions (Allen 1946; Sweeney 1975; Harrison 1976 ) and considered a representative species for studying the effect of turbulence on dinoflagellate population growth (Smayda 2000; Smayda and Reynolds 2001) , was chosen because the effect of laminar fluid shear on its population growth is well documented for steady flow (Thomas and Gibson 1990b; Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) . Furthermore, we can characterize its population growth in a fully characterized unsteady flow field using the identical apparatus and growth conditions as was previously used in studies with steady flow (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) . In using the identical apparatus the smallest oscillation period is limited to about 60 s, as shorter periods result in flow conditions with unacceptable spatial dependence in shear history; consequently the timescales of the unsteady Couette flow were much larger than those typical of turbulence behind a grid or associated with ocean turbulence. Nevertheless, the present investigation is designed as a first step toward studying the effect of steady and unsteady shear flows on dinoflagellate growth in a series of fully characterized flow conditions. A similar approach of using the same apparatus to compare the effect of steady and unsteady laminar flows has been used in studies with mammalian cells (Dardik et al. 2005; Yee et al. 2008) . Notably, it has been found that the response of endothelial cells is more sensitive to unsteady than steady flows (Barakat and Lieu 2003) .
This study consisted of 25 growth experiments, each 10 d in duration and containing four replicate flow chambers and four replicate still control chambers. Population growth of L. polyedrum was measured in steady flows with constant levels of shear rate ranging from 1.8 to 8 s 21 and unsteady, oscillatory flows with average absolute shear rates ranging from 1.8 to 4 s 21 . Tests investigated the effect of average absolute shear level, duration, period of oscillation, and changing flow direction on population growth in unsteady flow. For the parameter space studied, this initial study demonstrates that unsteady flows resulted in greater growth inhibition than steady flows with the same average flow properties.
Methods
Experimental organisms-All experiments used the identical nonaxenic, unialgal strain of L. polyedrum (Stein) Dodge 1989 (formerly Gonyaulax polyedra) whose shear sensitivity has been extensively characterized in steady flow using similar experimental methods (Thomas and Gibson 1990a; Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) as those used in this study. One to two days before each experiment, L. polyedrum cells were inoculated into fresh f/4 medium minus silicate (Guillard and Ryther 1962) at an approximate concentration of 500 cells mL 21 and maintained at a temperature of 21uC on a 12 : 12 h light : dark cycle. Illumination level for all experiments was approximately 30 mmol quanta m 22 s 21 , provided by two 40-W cool-white fluorescent bulbs located 20 cm above the top of the chambers.
Pairs of experiments were conducted simultaneously, and consisted of 12 chambers divided into three groups: four replicate chambers were used as still controls, four were exposed to one flow condition, and four were exposed to a different flow condition. Thus, every flow treatment had a simultaneous still control condition. This paired experimental design accounted for temporal variation in the growth rates of cultures due to changes in illumination or other factors independent of the flow history of the cells.
On day zero, each flow chamber was loaded with 170 mL of culture. For an initial period of 3 d, all chambers remained still to verify positive net growth; in a few experiments a chamber not satisfying this criterion was discarded. Thereafter, each chamber was randomly assigned as a control or to one of two shear treatments. Unless otherwise stated, during the treatment period daily shear exposure was 2 h, a duration sufficient to cause maximum growth inhibition for steady shear levels above the response threshold (Juhl and Latz 2002) . The shear treatment started 2 h before the end of the night phase when cells are most shear sensitive (Juhl et al. 2000) , while adjacent control chambers always remained still. The position of each group of four replicate chambers was randomly changed every 2-3 d, after cell counting, to avoid biases in growth rate due to any positional variation in illumination.
Cultures in the still control group remained in exponential growth phase during the entire 10-d duration of the experiment. For determining cell concentrations during the steady and unsteady shear experiments, triplicate 0.5-mL samples from each chamber were sampled every 2-3 d during the middle of the light phase, when cell division does not occur and cultures are the least shear sensitive (Juhl et al. 2000) . After gentle mixing, the pooled samples were subsampled as five replicate volumes of 10-25 mL for cell counting. The exponential net population growth rate, m, was calculated for each replicate still and sheared chamber from the change in cell concentration over the 7-d treatment period on the basis of the least-squares linear regression of the natural logarithm of cell concentration vs. time (Fig. 1) . Means and standard deviations of population growth rates were calculated from values obtained from four replicate chambers for each condition in an experiment.
Percentage growth inhibition for each individual sheared chamber was calculated as the relative change in its growth rate from the average of the corresponding controls (Juhl et al. 2000) :
Growth inhibition of 0% signifies identical growth rates of sheared cultures to still controls, a value of 100% indicates no net growth occurred for the sheared cultures, values .100% reflect a decrease in the population for the sheared cultures due to mortality (Juhl and Latz 2002) , and negative values, although never observed, would indicate greater growth rates in the sheared cultures compared with the controls. Because proportional (percentage) data tend to form a binomial rather than normal distribution (Zar 1974) , data were arcsine square-root transformed before statistical analysis (Juhl and Latz 2002) unless an experiment had negative growth rates, in which data could not be transformed and the untransformed data were analyzed. Trends of significance were not altered by the use of untransformed data for statistical analyses. Values of percentage growth inhibition were expressed as means with standard deviation of the mean, with n equaling the number of replicate sheared chambers per treatment. Significant differences were tested using unpaired t-tests, one-way ANOVA, or least-squares linear regressions between variables with significance on the basis of the p 5 0.05 level. All statistical analyses were performed using Statview software (SAS Institute).
Analytical methods-The Couette flow chambers were identical to those used by Juhl et al. (2001) and consisted of concentric cylinders constructed of clear acrylic, with inner and outer cylinder radii of 4.1 and 4.8 cm, respectively, and a chamber height of 20 cm. The bottom of the inner cylinder was in contact with the base of the chamber so there was no ''dead'' volume within the apparatus. To minimize flow instabilities, the ratio of gap width to outer cylinder radius was ,0.2 (Van Duuren 1968). Flow visualization tests using 2.5% AQ-1000 Kalliroscope Rheoscope concentrate (Kalliroscope Corp.) in filtered seawater confirmed that the flow was always laminar and secondary flows were not present.
Because of the relatively narrow gap width, h, between the cylinders, the velocity field was modeled as Couette flow, the laminar flow between infinite parallel plates with the outer plate moving, either steady or oscillatory, and the inner plate stationary (Fig. 2) . For the inner and outer cylinder radii, the parallel-plate approximation will predict shear stresses within 10% of the correct value (Fox et al. 2004) . The velocity u(t,y) depends only on time t and position y above the lower plate; it is governed by the diffusion equation with kinematic viscosity v (Schlichting 1979) ,
The boundary conditions depend on the particular flow required. For all flows the lower plate is stationary, Table 1 .
For still controls the upper plate is also stationary,
For steady flow the the upper plate moves at constant speed,
and the flow field is characterized by nearly constant shear across the gap (Van Duuren 1968; Schlichting 1979) . For oscillatory flow the upper plate moves sinusoidally,
where v is the angular velocity (v 5 2pN/60, where N is the rotational speed in revolutions per minute [rpm] ). For rectified oscillatory flow the upper plate moves sinusoidally but always in the same direction,
The response of the fluid, initially at rest, to the oscillatory wall motion is an initial transient that settles into a harmonic oscillation with angular frequency v and different phase throughout the gap. Only the steady-state, harmonic oscillatory response is considered because the transient response is essentially over within a period (Panton 1968) . The complex solution for this oscillation is
where b 5 (v/n) 1/2 exp(ip/4). The quantity [n/v] 1/2 is proportional to the depth of penetration of the oscillatory flow (Schlichting 1979) . The fluid rate of strain, hereafter simply referred to as shear, is the real part of Eq. 8, Re[u y (t,y)]. The average absolute value of mean shear was calculated as (hT) 21 # 0 T # 0 h |Re[u y (t,y)]|dydt and the average kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass, e, was calculated
Numerical simulations showed that for the experimental geometry chosen, oscillation periods ,60 s resulted in unacceptable spatial dependence in shear history within the chamber.
Experimental methods-The rotation of the outer cylinder was controlled by a Silvermax servomotor (Quicksilver Controls) coupled to a 6 : 1 gearbox and pulley system using plastic chain so that four replicate chambers are driven by one servomotor. Servomotor velocity was controlled by custom software on a personal computer, with user control of the outer cylinder speed, which is constant for steady flow treatments and varies sinusoidally for unsteady flow treatments. In both cases, the starting and ending times for the daily flow treatments were specified in the software to allow unattended operation. Experimental design was optimized to address the following null hypothesis: Unsteady and steady flows with the same average absolute shear cause similar amounts of growth inhibition.
The effect of unsteady flow produced by sinusoidal oscillation of the outer cylinder on net population growth was compared with that of steady flow with the identical average absolute shear value of 1.8, 3, or 4 s 21 . A steady shear level of 4 s 21 , equivalent to an average rate of kinetic energy dissipation, e, of 2 3 10 25 m 2 s 23 , is known to inhibit growth of L. polyedrum under steady flow conditions (Thomas and Gibson 1990a,b; Juhl and Latz 2002) , and occurs in near-surface waters during moderate winds (Thomas and Gibson 1990b; Brainerd and Gregg 1993) . The maximum shear for the oscillatory case increased as a function of decreasing period of oscillation. For an absolute average shear of 4 s 21 , maximum shear ranged between 6.4 and 11.3 s 21 as the period decreased from 600 to 60 rpm (Table 1) . Unsteady flows with periods .100 s always had shear levels less than that for the steady case of 8 s 21 In addition, the effect of unsteady flow with a maximum shear of 4 s 21 was compared with that for steady flow with an average shear of 4 s 21 . Finally, steady flow treatments were compared with previous studies using the identical strain of L. polyedrum (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) .
Sinusoidal forcing of the outer cylinder exposed the cells to a flow field that was alternately changing directions. To investigate the possible effect of changing flow direction on population growth, cells were also exposed to both steady and rectified sinusoidal laminar flow with nearly identical average absolute shear levels. For the rectified case the outer cylinder always rotated in one direction with a minimum rpm of zero, with an identical average absolute shear but without flow reversal.
Finally, a series of unsteady flow experiments with constant period and absolute average shear investigated the effect of flow duration to compare with previous steady flow experiments, where growth inhibition increases with increasing flow duration (Juhl and Latz 2002) . The parameter space for unsteady flow treatments was constrained by the requirement to minimize spatial gradients in shear within the flow volume while using the identical apparatus as previous studies working with Fig. 2 . Flat-plate approximation to the fluid flow between the stationary inner cylinder and the moving upper cylinder. The radial coordinate starts at y 5 0 from the stationary plate and increases to y 5 h at the upper plate. Fluid flow is parallel between the plates so the speed u(t,y) depends only on the time t and the radial coordinate y. 
Results
Description of the unsteady flow field-The oscillation amplitude and frequency of the rotation of the outer cylinder (Fig. 3A) was optimized to provide the desired average absolute shear while minimizing spatial variability in shear levels within the gap, so that all cells in the chamber experienced similar shear histories, regardless of position (Fig. 3B) . The associated frequency distribution of shear values, referred to as the probability density function, was calculated for each experiment to give expected values of shear in space and time (Fig. 3C ). According to sine wave properties, oscillatory flow treatments were expected to produce maximum shear levels about 1.6 times greater than the average absolute shear. At the lower frequencies studied, periods of 300 and 600 s, this relation was approximately achieved within the test chambers. But at higher frequencies, periods of 60 and 100 s, the maximum amplitude was about 2.8 and 2.2 times the average absolute value. Although cells exposed to unsteady flow experienced both lower and higher levels of shear than the average, the entire range of shear values in the gap was always fully characterized, allowing calculation of absolute value of average and maximum shear, the shear probability density function, and average kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass within the test chamber (Table 1) .
Average absolute shear for steady vs. unsteady flows-Net population growth rate for the pooled still controls was 0.14 6 0.03 d 21 (expts. S1-S7, O1-O16, R15, 16, n 5 57 replicate chambers, Table 1 ), similar to that of Juhl et al. (2000) and Juhl and Latz (2002) working with the identical strain of L. polyedrum and using similar growth conditions. Steady flow treatment for 2 h d 21 with a shear of 4 s 21 (expts. S2, S3) resulted in positive net growth but with 46.5% 6 26.7% growth inhibition compared with the still controls. Oscillatory unsteady flow treatment for the same daily duration and average absolute shear of 4 s 21 resulted in almost complete inhibition of population growth. For example, treatment with a period of 100 s (expts. O2-O4) resulted in 88.7% 6 34.0% growth inhibition. Including all oscillation periods (60-300 s) with an average absolute shear of 4 s 21 and 2 h d 21 duration (expts. O1-O6, O16), overall growth inhibition for unsteady flow was 93.5% 6 35.4%. Thus for the same average absolute shear of 4 s 21 , unsteady flows (expts. O1-O6, O16) resulted in growth inhibition that was 50% greater and significantly different (t-test, t 5 2.588, df 5 34, p 5 0.014) than for steady flow (expts. S2, S3). When similar experiments were repeated for a slightly lower absolute average shear of 3 s 21 , growth inhibition for the unsteady flow treatment (expt. O15) was 38% higher than for the steady flow treatment (expt. S1), although the difference was not significantly different (ttest, t 5 1.808, df 5 6, p 5 0.121). For an even lower absolute average shear of 1.8 s 21 , growth inhibition of 45% 6 3% for unsteady flow (expts. O7-O9) was similar (t-test, t 5 0.002, df 5 21, p 5 0.999) to the growth inhibition of 43% 6 10% for steady flow (expts. S5-S7). Thus as the shear level decreases, the difference in growth inhibition diminishes between unsteady and steady flow treatments with similar average absolute shear levels.
Remarkably, growth inhibition for a steady flow treatment with a shear of 8 s 21 (expt. S4) was not significantly different (t-test, t 5 1.073, df 5 14, p 5 0.301) from that for unsteady treatments with an average absolute shear of 4 s 21 and maximum shear values of 6.4 (expts. O6) and 6.7 s 21 (expts. O5, O16), even though the shear level for the steady treatment was always higher than the maximum levels for the unsteady treatments. These experiments show that the amount of growth inhibition is not due solely to the average level of shear, but is also dependent on whether the shear flow was steady or unsteady (Fig. 4) .
Effect of oscillation period, changing flow direction, and shear treatment duration-For unsteady flow with an average absolute shear of 4 s 21 and 2 h d 21 shear duration, there was no apparent effect of oscillation period for the 60-600-s range tested (Table 1) ; the slope of the linear regression of growth inhibition as a function of oscillation period was not significantly different from zero (exps. O1-O6; t-test, t 5 20.110, df 5 22, p 5 0.913, R 2 5 0.001). Under these conditions growth was nearly always completely inhibited; the effect of oscillation period at different average absolute shears and different durations is not known.
In oscillatory flow, the flow direction reverses during each oscillation period (Fig. 3A) . Two pairs of experiments (expts. R15, O15 and R16, O16) addressed whether the change in flow direction affected growth inhibition. The effect of oscillatory flow was compared with that of rectified oscillatory flow in which flow direction was not reversed but otherwise the flow conditions were nearly identical. For experiments using a 300-s period and an average absolute shear of 4.0 s 21 with maximum shear of 6.7 s 21 , there was no significant difference in growth inhibition between oscillatory and rectified oscillatory flow (expts. R16, O16; t-test, t 5 0.422, df 5 6, p 5 0.688). A similar result occurred for experiments with oscillatory and rectified oscillatory flows having an average absolute shear of 3.1 s 21 with maximum shear of 5.2 s 21 (expts. R15, O15; t-test, t 5 20.058, df 5 6, p 5 0.956). Thus unsteady flow treatments with identical absolute shear levels resulted in similar amounts of growth inhibition, regardless of whether the flow direction reversed. As expected, the unsteady treatment having an average absolute shear of 3.1 s 21 resulted in 24% less growth inhibition than the unsteady 4 s 21 treatment, although due to experimental variability the results were not statistically different (t-test, t 5 1.238, df 5 6, p 5 0.262).
The effect of the duration of unsteady flow was examined for an average absolute shear of 4 s 21 , period of 100 s, and daily durations of 5 min to 2 h (expts. O10-O14; Table 1 with a shear of 4 s 21 and the identical flow apparatus as in the present study, Juhl and Latz (2002) also found that growth inhibition of L. polyedrum increased with increasing duration of steady flow from 0-2 h. However, in this study the level of growth inhibition for a given shear duration and same absolute average shear was always higher for unsteady flow than for steady flow (Fig. 5) .
Effect of maximum shear and average dissipation-Over a very limited parameter space that was not specifically designed for these comparisons, the relationship of growth inhibition from all experiments with 2 h d 21 shear duration (expts. S1-S7; O1-O9, O15, 16; R15, 16, Table 1 ) was explored as a function of maximum shear. Considering both steady and unsteady flow conditions, growth inhibition increased with maximum shear ( Fig. 6A ; R 2 5 0.33, p , 0.001). Although percentage growth inhibition was not correlated with maximum shear for unsteady flows with an average absolute value of 4 s 21 (expts. O1-O6; t-test, t 5 20.019, df 5 22, p 5 0.985, R 2 , 0.001), the parameter space for unsteady flow was narrow, with maximum shear values varying less than twofold (6.4-11.3 s 21 ).
A fundamental difference between steady and unsteady flow is that for unsteady flow the maximum shears are present for only a small fraction of the total flow exposure, whereas for steady flows the average and maximum shear levels are identical. Comparing between flow treatments with an identical maximum shear of 4 s 21 , growth inhibition of 45% 6 19% in unsteady flow (expts. O7-O9) was similar (t-test, t 5 20.125, df 5 16, p 5 0.902) to that of 47% 6 27% for steady flows (expts. S2, S3).
As a function of the average kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass, e, unsteady and steady flow at sufficiently high values of e had dramatically different effects on growth inhibition (Fig. 6B) . For low e > 10 26 m 2 s 23 , growth inhibition in steady and unsteady flows was similar. However, for e $ 5 3 10 26 m 2 s 23 , growth inhibition increased much more rapidly as a function of e in unsteady flow compared with steady flow. Although more measurements are required before a definitive conclusion can be drawn, the implication of the present trends is that unsteady and steady flows with similar average rates of energy dissipation may result in dramatically different Experimental variability-Considering the variability in the net growth rates for the entire data set (Table 1) 
Discussion
Comparing growth response between steady and unsteady flow-The most important finding of this study is that unsteady flow can inherently have a more inhibitory effect on population growth than steady flow. Using a flow treatment with identical 2 h d 21 duration, predawn timing of exposure, and average absolute shear of 4 s 21 as in previous studies (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) , unsteady flows resulted in almost complete growth inhibition for the conditions tested, representing 50% more growth inhibition than that caused by steady flow with the same absolute average shear level. Because the maximum values of shear (expts. O5, O6) were higher than the steady shear case comparison (expts. S1, S2) with the same absolute average shear of 4 s 21 , a second series of experiments was conducted (expt. S4) using steady flow at a shear level higher than the previous maxima for unsteady flow. Although the unsteady flow treatments had maximum shears of 6.4 and 6.7 s 21 that were always less than the 8 s 21 steady flow treatment, nevertheless the unsteady experiments resulted in greater growth inhibition.
One explanation is that organisms underwent more rapid sensory adaptation to the steady 8 s 21 treatment such that the steady shear exposure resulted in a decrease in flow sensitivity compared with the unsteady flow condition. Adaptation is a common property of all sensory systems (Aidley 1998) and aids in enhancing the detection of changes in environmental conditions that are usually of more concern to an organism than steady conditions. The enhanced effect of unsteady flow on dinoflagellate growth inhibition compared with steady flow is consistent with a mechanism based on sensory adaptation. Dinoflagellates also exhibit sensory adaptation to changes in bioluminescence emission as a function of the rate of change of shear (von Dassow et al. 2005) . It is important to understand how rate of change affects sensory adaptation to discriminate the effects of steady and unsteady flow on dinoflagellate physiology.
Treatments with lower average shear levels resulted in less growth inhibition and less difference between steady and unsteady flow conditions. Compared with steady flow with a shear level of 3.0 s 21 , which resulted in 36% growth inhibition, unsteady flow with an average absolute shear of 3.1 s 21 resulted in greater growth inhibition of 60%. Repeating this comparison for an average and absolute shear of 1.8 s 21 , growth inhibition by unsteady and steady flows was similar. The shear threshold for growth inhibition by L. polyedrum for steady flow conditions has previously been reported as 2 s 21 where 17% growth inhibition occurred (Thomas and Gibson 1990b) . The differences in shear thresholds and amount of growth inhibition between the Thomas and Gibson (1990b) study and the present study may be related to differences in methodology. The Thomas and Gibson (1990b) study used continuous illumination that resulted in net growth rates approximately double that in the present study; it is expected that flow-induced growth inhibition will be reduced under such conditions (Juhl et al. 2000) . Furthermore, in the present study the flow treatment was given in the predawn hours when the organisms are most flow sensitive (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) , so greater growth inhibition is expected. The response threshold needs to be further explored for both unsteady and steady flows to understand how it varies with growth conditions. As all steady and unsteady flows are fully characterized in terms of the probability density function (pdf) of shear (e.g., Fig. 3C ), growth inhibition can be explored in terms of the shear distribution. An index of integrated shear exposure can be determined from the shear pdf, after excluding shear levels that are less than the shear threshold for growth inhibition. Once an accurate shear threshold for growth inhibition is known, then the relationship between growth inhibition and integrated shear exposure can be further investigated.
Confirming previous results with steady flows (Juhl and Latz 2002) , the amount of growth inhibition for both steady and unsteady flows was positively correlated with the daily duration of shear exposure from 0 to 2 h, with greater amounts of growth inhibition for unsteady flows than for steady flows with the same shear exposure time and average absolute shear of 4 s 21 . Because growth inhibition for average absolute shears greater than 1.8 s 21 was consistently greater in unsteady than steady flow conditions with the same average shear, the hypothesis is refuted.
Mechanisms of growth inhibition-Flow around cells can have both positive and negative effects on population growth. Flow enhances nutrient uptake by decreasing the thickness of the boundary layer surrounding an organism and enhancing mass transfer (Karp-Boss et al. 1996) . This beneficial effect can be offset by negative effects, including a decrease in the rate of cell division that occurs in flows with low shears, and cell damage and mortality that occurs in flows with higher shears (Juhl and Latz 2002) . Exposure of L. polyedrum to a steady shear of 4 s 21 inhibits growth primarily because of a decrease in the rate of cell division rather than an increase in mortality (Juhl and Latz 2002) . In the present study using unsteady flow with an average absolute shear of 4 s 21 , the occasional observation of daughter cells in cultures with dead cells suggests that changes in both the rate of cell division and, to a lesser extent, in the mortality rate may be occurring. Detailed study of the contributions of division and mortality via flow cytometry is needed to quantitatively assess the competing mechanisms leading to changes in net growth under different flow.
The growth of dinoflagellates (Smith and Muscatine 1999; Van Dolah and Leighfield 1999) and other phytoplankton (Vaulot 1995) is regulated by the duration of the G 1 phase of the cell cycle. Dinoflagellate growth inhibition due to mechanical stress or flow appears to occur via cell cycle arrest at a G 1 checkpoint (Juhl and Latz 2002; Yeung and Wong 2003) , as found in mammalian cells responding to flow (Akimoto et al. 2000) . The resulting decrease in division rate may be an adaptive mechanism to reduce mechanical damage to the genome, which contains up to 20 times more deoxyribonucleic acid than most other eukaryotic cells (Holm-Hansen 1969) . Cell strain caused by fluid shear may impart forces on the nucleus (Lynch and Lintilhac 1997) , risking damage to the mitotic spindle or chromosomes during mitosis. Maximum flow sensitivity for L. polyedrum growth inhibition occurs near dawn (Juhl et al. 2000) , coinciding with the time of mitosis (Juhl and Latz 2002) when cells are undergoing cytoskeletal rearrangement involving movement of the chromosomes.
The process whereby dinoflagellates transduce a mechanical stimulus to an intracellular biochemical signal is completely unknown. One possible mechanism involves flow interaction with membrane-associated proteins, in which the mechanical energy of the flow alters the membrane biophysical properties to activate a signal transduction pathway. In support of this mechanism, the fluidity of the plasma membrane of L. polyedrum is altered by flow (Mallipattu et al. 2002) , and high levels of shear appear to activate guanosine-59-triphosphate-binding proteins (Chen et al. 2007 ) that initiate a signaling pathway for dinoflagellate bioluminescence involving an increase in cytoplasmic [Ca 2+ ] (von Dassow and Latz 2002 ). An alterative mechanism is that the fluid force is transmitted through the cytoskeleton to act on intracellular receptors within the nucleus that inhibit cyclin-dependent kinases, which regulate the progression of cells through cell cycle checkpoints and are present in eukaryotic cells including dinoflagellates (Rodriguez et al. 1993; Van Dolah and Leighfield 1999) . Inhibition of cyclin-dependent kinases is the mechanism by which the growth of mammalian endothelial cells is inhibited by blood flow (Akimoto et al. 2000) . It is unknown which of these proposed mechanisms would be more sensitive to unsteady flow, but such knowledge would provide insight into the transduction process and signaling pathway(s) involved in flow sensing and growth inhibition.
A more general mechanism for growth inhibition is that force transmission throughout the cell induces cellular damage that involves a metabolic cost to repair. There is no conclusive evidence that the low levels of shear stress involved in this study, of the order of 10 23 to 10 22 N m 22 , can damage cells, although the presence of occasional dead cells suggests a source of mortality that requires additional investigation. The shear threshold for L. polyedrum bioluminescence is about two orders of magnitude greater than for inhibition of population growth (Latz et al. 1994; Latz and Rohr 1999) , consistent with its antipredation function (Morin 1983) . Thus dinoflagellates can experience relatively high levels of shear without damage, although the time course of exposure needs to be considered. Evidence for oxidative stress in sheared cultures of L. polyedrum (Juhl and Latz 2002) suggests that mortality may originate from a biochemical process rather than mechanical damage. In mammalian endothelial cells, shear exposure induces the production of reactive oxygen species (Howard et al. 1997 ) implicated in the progression of cardiovascular disease.
Comparison with effects of unsteady flow in other cell types-The present study applied an approach similar to that used in investigating the response of mammalian endothelial cells to unsteady arterial blood flow. The endothelium experiences pulsatile flow, while regions of flow separation and recirculation have flow patterns that are oscillatory with changing flow direction (Barakat and Lieu 2003) . Like the initial studies investigating flow-induced growth inhibition in dinoflagellates and other planktonic organisms, the effects of blood flow on the endothelium were initially studied using steady shear conditions to understand the mechanisms of flow sensing and response (Gudi et al. 1996; Malek and Izumo 1996) . It is now recognized that the endothelium responds differently to steady and unsteady (oscillatory or pulsatile) laminar flow in terms of morphology, growth, oxidative stress, and gene expression (Barakat and Lieu 2003; Yee et al. 2008) . The experimental approach used in this study can be applied for further study of the effect of fully characterized flow conditions on dinoflagellates and other planktonic organisms.
Comparison with previous studies of flow-stimulated inhibition of dinoflagellate growth-Because of the inherent variability associated with growth experiments, it was anticipated that the present experiments, which compare growth under different flow conditions, would be associated with a relatively large degree of uncertainty. To address this issue, the experimental plan entailed withinexperiment replication consisting of four simultaneous replicate chambers per shear treatment and four simultaneous still control chambers. This amount of replication is more than that typical in growth studies involving turbulent flows (Thomas and Gibson 1990a; Dolan et al. 2003; Sullivan and Swift 2003) . Furthermore, the chosen parameter space allowed direct comparison with the results of previous steady shear studies using similar apparatus and protocols, including illumination level, culture medium, and strain of L. polyedrum (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) .
Making this comparison, the range of still control growth rates of 0.10-0.19 d 21 in the present study was similar to the range of 0.12-0.20 d 21 for the previous studies (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) . Moreover, for steady flow with a shear of 4 s 21 and 2 h d 21 duration, the 47% growth inhibition obtained in the present study was similar to the 50% growth inhibition obtained by Juhl and Latz (2002) for the identical flow condition.
Net growth reflects conditions such as illumination level and duration, growth medium, temperature, and strain differences in growth phenotype. A confounding problem in comparing different population growth studies is the use of different experimental conditions, such as illumination and growth phase (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002) . For L. polyedrum, the amount of growth inhibition due to steady flow is related to the net growth rate for the corresponding still controls; experimental treatments yielding higher net growth rates in the still controls resulted in less flow-induced growth inhibition (Juhl et al. 2000) . In a previous study using steady Couette flow (Thomas and Gibson 1990a) , net growth rates in the still controls were more than double that in the present study. As expected, steady flow with a shear of 2 s 21 , near the shear threshold, resulted in less growth inhibition (17%) for Thomas and Gibson (1990a) than that obtained in the present study (44%) for a similar constant shear level. However, a higher shear of 4 s 21 resulted in greater (75%) growth inhibition for Thomas and Gibson (1990a) than other studies (47-50%: Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002 ; present study) for identical shear conditions but with a different Couette flow chamber configuration and suite of growth conditions.
Comparisons are even more complicated when relating studies using different types of unsteady flow. For example, in the turbulent flow study of Sullivan et al. (2003) , in which the growth rates of still controls of L. polyedrum were more than double that in the present study, turbulent flow with e 5 2 3 10 25 m 2 s 23 , similar to that in the present study, enhanced population growth by 34% compared with complete inhibition of growth in this study. At e , 10 24 m 2 s 23 , equivalent to an average absolute shear of 10 s 21 , growth was enhanced by 37-61% (Sullivan and Swift 2003; Sullivan et al. 2003) , whereas steady flow with the same average shear level inhibited growth by 45% (Juhl and Latz 2002) . Only at the highest turbulence treatment was there growth inhibition (Sullivan et al. 2003) , with variability similar to that in this study. The differences among studies can be attributable to the use of different dinoflagellate strains and growth conditions, as well as the flow conditions, which differ in the duration of exposure, flow intermittency, and time of day of exposure. Couette flow treatments are restricted to the time of day of maximum flow sensitivity and subject every organism to a similar shear exposure (Juhl et al. 2000; Juhl and Latz 2002 ; present study); turbulence treatments are integrated among times when organisms are less sensitive, and spatial heterogeneity of turbulence within the test chambers may offer a refuge from flow exposure. Until the relative effects of differences in hydrodynamics, growth conditions, and strain sensitivity can be assessed, any comparison of results obtained with different experimental conditions should be made with caution.
Relevance to oceanic conditions-The objective of this study was not to recreate turbulent oceanic flow conditions in the laboratory, but to establish a robust experimental system for comparing the effects of steady and unsteady flows on dinoflagellate growth. The use of experimental chambers identical to those used in previous studies involving steady flow, while allowing a direct comparison to previous results, also limited the timescales of oscillation that provided a similar shear history everywhere in the 0.7-cm chamber gap. Oscillation periods ,60 s did not provide similar shear histories throughout the flow chamber so they were not considered in this study.
Eddies and gyres spun off from the major currents have timescales of weeks or months, and as energy cascades through smaller and smaller scales of turbulence, the characteristic time for rotation decreases to seconds at the smallest scales (Mann and Lazier 1991) . However, a 60-s period is of the same order of magnitude as the turbulent timescales within a turbulent oceanic boundary layer, for a 7-m wind speed and a depth of 7 m (Jones and Toba 2001).
Average levels of kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass in the present experiments were of the order of 10 25 to 10 26 m 2 s 23 , comparable with levels found in the upper parts of the oceanic mixed layer (Shay and Gregg 1984; Gargett 1989) , although higher values can occur during more vigorous wind or wave forcing (Soloviev et al. 1988; Agrawal et al. 1992; Terray et al. 1996) . However, the Kolmogorov timescale, (v/e) K , associated with these levels of oceanic dissipation is calculated to be 0.3-1 s, much less than the oscillation times achieved in this study.
Future work with smaller gap chambers and oscillation periods would allow for better emulation of the timescales of unsteady flow used in grid turbulence studies; a disadvantage is that the smaller test volumes may make growth experiments more difficult. Regardless, the significant effect on dinoflagellate growth as related to the steady or unsteady nature of the flow has serious implications on whether we can reliably compare steady and unsteady flows at any timescale. Furthermore, the timescale of turbulent velocity fluctuations needs to be considered in context with the timescale of organism response and sensory integration, which is unknown for growth inhibition.
In summary, these results demonstrate that different experimental approaches involving steady and unsteady flows with the same value of average absolute shear or average dissipation rate can result in significantly different levels of population growth. Consequently, comparing results from experimental studies using different flow fields that are characterized only in average flow terms must be approached with caution. Approaches that allow full analytical or numerical characterization of the flow conditions provide a framework for detailed investigations into the flow dynamics that affect aquatic organisms.
If growth inhibition is related to the unsteady nature of the flow or the distribution of shear values during flow exposure, analyses on the basis of average flow values will be insufficient. These implications are relevant not only to dinoflagellate growth but also for the effects of flow on plankton competition, predation, and behavior (Kiørboe and Saiz 1995; Welch et al. 1999; Stiansen and Sundby 2001) . Through the use of computer-controlled flow systems, sophisticated shear waveforms that approximate in vivo arterial circulation are now being applied to the study of mammalian endothelial cells (Dai et al. 2004; Yee et al. 2006 ). In the same way, the present study using fully characterized steady, oscillatory, and rectified flows is but a first step toward understanding how unsteady flow affects dinoflagellate physiology. Treatments considering an expanded parameter space and more complex shear waveforms can more closely approximate the conditions present in oceanic turbulent flow, and further investigate the effect of fully characterized unsteady flow on phytoplankton growth and physiology.
